AS THE PROFESSOR SEES THE CLASS.

AS THE CLASS IS, IN FACT.
Willard Hockett, DEAN
A.B., Dartmouth; A.M., Columbia; LL.B., University of Nework; LLD., Upsala.
The Good Dent. He introduced us to Horace and Bertha; and taught us to spell CASE and JUDGE.

John Lowenthal
A.B., LL.B., Columbia.
"Great tax savings were the primary reason for my marriage."

Alfred William Blumenson
B.A., LL.B., Michigan.
Creator of THE most favorite of all freshmen courses, "Law of the Employment Relation."
Author of the monumental, two volume epic, "Law of the Employment Relation."

John C. Graham, ASSISTANT DEAN
A.B., Upsala; LL.B., Rigaere.
"No one will be permitted to graduate unless he has completed and returned his housing survey."
Viocente Eugene Fiordaliso
LL.B., Fordham; LL.M., New York University.
"I have just run your practice exams through my super duper computer and all of you got 3.3. None of you read Zuckeck v. Zwicklbum, 110 NJ Law 45; affirmed 17 NJ Misc 98; reversed 1 NJ 73; 4 NJ Super 18; remanded 3 NJ 64; cases denied 573 US 410, 76 Sup Ct R. 889, 7 Law Ed 2d 63; 159 ALR 2d 41; Case commented upon in 4 Univ. of Tasmania Law Rev. 215. See also "Almonds in a nutshell" (Millar, ed.) p. 39-52."

Frank Aikin
B.A., City College; LL.B., Rutgers.
A Rutgers Law School graduate finally lands a job.

Allan Axelrod
B.A., Michigan; LL.B., Yale.
Probably the best dressed member of the Faculty. His motto: "Serve, don't select at the Salvation Army."
Eva Hana Morekale
Refereendar, Freie Universität, Berlin; LL.B.,
California (Los Angeles); LL.M., Columbia.
"My law review baby! Now what official
nonsense did the court make here?"

H. Don Teague
B.A., University of Texas; LL.B., Texas
Law School; LLM., Harvard.
A rarity on the Rutgers Law faculty, a non-
Yalie. Born, bred, and educated in the sover-
 eig
gn state of Texas, as his accent attests.

Joel Allen Smith
B.A., Eckarius; LL.B., Florida; S.J.D., Yale.
Who does the red hall of smaine? Prof. Smith.
Who taught us Colburns Bridge? Prof. Smith.
Who is the emperor and wants noodles? Prof. Smith.

Arthur Robert Lewis
A.B., Rutgers; LL.B., Harvard.
By day, professor of law.
By night, plumber.
Eli Jarmel
B.A., Brooklyn College; M.A., City College; LL.B., New York University.
As professor of law, and as director of our Institute of Continuing Legal Education, he has us coming and going.

Saul Howard Mendlovitz
B.A., Syracuse; M.A., J.D., Chicago.
After indoctrinating us with the concept of World Peace through Law, Mr. Mendlovitz has spent the last year traveling abroad, spreading the Word. So far, he has visited Cairo, May 1967; Athens, Dec. 1967; Saigon and Hue, Feb. 1968.

Malcolm Daily Talbot, VICE PRESIDENT
A.B., Ohio Wesleyan; LL.B., Western Reserve.
"Clean cancelled. I've lost my Zions."

Robert Ellsworth Knowlton
B.A., J.D., Iowa; LL.M., Pennsylvania.
His pose of being "Just a poor Iowa farm boy" doesn't fool his students. Who else but "Bullit Bob" can comprehend Prof. Knowlton's ten minute hypotheticals?
Robert A. Carter
B.A., LL.B., Yale.
His ideal — "Seminar on Sex and the First Amendment: Is it protected by Freedom of Assembly or Freedom of Expression?" Enrollment limited to female students.

Louis F.E. Goldie
LL.B., University of Western Australia;
LL.B., LL.M., University of Sydney.
To the classroom discussion, he brings a wealth of knowledge on American, British and international law.

Gerald Richard Moran
B.A., Holy Cross; LL.B., Virginia.
"Who killed Cock Robin? Him. Set who? Set me."

Victor Bradley
B.A., M.S., City College; LL.B., Columbia.
This year, our man in New Haven. Mr. Bradley expected more work out of us, and got it.
Charles H. Cottingham
A.B., LL.B., Rutgers.
"I deserve better. I was editor-in-chief of the law review."

Julian Cohen
Will Esperanza: now traveling in the mythical land of Legislation, with over twenty states.
For the answer, attend tonight's thrilling class session.

John A. Scott
B.A., M.A., Oxford University; M.A., Ph.D., Columbia.
A history professor, trying to redeem himself by working with law profs. The man in charge of the Mr. Justice Bradley Project.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
A.B., Cornell; LL.B., Columbia
Co-author of that poorly received tome, "Low grades may reflect on my teaching ability."

Alexander David Brooks
A.B., Harvard; LL.B., Yale
Prof. Brooks wrote the evidence rules; Prof. Brooks located to the New Jersey Bar on the Evidence rules. Prof. Brooks teaches evidence to unappreciative and unimpressed law school students.

Leonard M. Chazen
B.A., LL.B., Yale
Some people have all the luck. Within the same week, he both broke his leg skiing and got married.

Herbert Scherber
B.A., Yeshiva; LL.B., Yale
A professor who came in from the cold world of law practice.
Neuman Williams, Jr.
A.B., LL.B., Yale.
"I have read every single damn zoning case since Euclid."

Harvey McGregor
McGregor Comma Harvey is his name.
From Merry Olde England, he came.
On BOAC, out of the blue,
Every other week, to he flew.

Thomas Anthony Cowan
B.S., LL.B., Ph.D., Pennsylvania; S.J.D., Harvard.
To generations of Rutgers law students,
He is known as King Jurisprudence,
Up he is hung.
In the analyst Jung.
And dislikes the Determinists' impudence.

Cameron Allen
B.A., Oberlin; M.A., Wisconsin; M.S.
Would have made a fantastic criminal lawyer: "Just keep your mouth shut."

Walter Weymouth
Reverend, J.D., University of Frankfurt,
LL.B., Georgetown; LLM., Harvard;
J.S.D., Yale.
Visiting Professor, Taught us Family law or Sex; legal and illegal.
David Haber
B.A., City College; LL.B., Yale.
Who says a property man cannot also be a Civil Librarian?

Martin D. Cohen
B.A., Yale; LL.B., New York University.
Part time professor, full time practitioner.
Pioneered the loopholes in 26 U.S.C. 2001 et seq.

Sidney Lee Posel
A.B., LL.B., Pennsylvania; M.S., Wisconsin.
"Gee fellows, this is really tough stuff!"

Joseph Barry
B.A., LL.B., Rutgers.

David T. Bazelon
B.S., Columbia; LL.B., Yale.

Oscar Schachter
B.B.S., City College of New York; LL.B., Columbia.

Pat and Mick, the elevator repairmen, have been granted faculty status and tenure.

Arthur Kinsey
A.B., Harvard; LL.B., Columbia.
"Shades of what? Marshall Course!"

Morris Milieu Schnitzer
B.S., New York University; LL.B., Harvard.
The He expert on the New Jersey Rules.
THE FACULTY AS SEEN THROUGH

Helen carries her placement files with her.

Professors Carter and Axelrod discuss "Sex in men's fashions."

THE EYES OF THE STUDENT BODY.

Brookie leading the Evidence Glee Club.

Our two youngest faculty members.

Prof. Smith begins to tell for the nth time his joke.

"I shall never forget what Chancellor Coke told me that day."

"Say some more."
LAW LIBRARY STAFF.

Gene Toirelbaum
B.A., City College of New York.
He wears several hats. Sometimes, the wrong hat in the wrong spot.
Like the time, Mr. Allen asked him to talk about Legacy business
outside the Law Library.

Dr. John Tanasoo
J.D., University of Niholi.

Mrs. Margaret Howell.

Miss Barbara Sanders.

Dr. Bohdan Bychuk
LL.M. Univ. of King Kasich;
S.J.D. Univ. of Prague.

Mrs. Susan Lagousker

Miss Lynne Goldsmith.
THE LAW LIBRARY: ALIVE AND IN ACTION.
A PLACE TO STUDY IN COMFORT

OR TO...

THE DEAN'S OFFICE.

Mrs. Helen Hoffman, placement officer. Helen closes doors which otherwise would be open to us.

Mrs. Irene Ostroff, secretary to Dean Heckel.

Mrs. Patricia Glucksman; Mrs. Dorothy Boglione; and Mrs. Gail Augenbaugh.
FACULTY SECRETARIES.

Miss Janet Raw; Mrs. Lori Swanson; Miss Marie Melins; and Miss Robin Nowalk.

ADMISSIONS OFFICE.

Miss Margaret Short.

Miss Linda Garbaccio, and Miss Ellen Nazzaro.